Notes

·

·
Poor junction definition leading to
motorist confusion, lack of clarity
of right of way, northbound HGVs
exiting Church Hill driving on the
wrong side of the pedestrin island

·

·
·

Poor visibility for traffic exiting
from Church Hill, particularly
when loading bay is occupied

Pedestrians step directly into
traffic from monument

Town Clock is not working and the
monument, which is a protected
structure, is in need of remedial
work

·

The attrctive and special charcter of the buildings around the
village sqaure and its setting in the landscape draw a lot of
visitors to Enniskerry. However, there is a lack of public open
space for people to sit, relax and enjoy meeting other people.
The square is dominated by vehicular traffic and parking due to
the very wide roadway.
There is no parking control. Long stay parking is contributing to
parking congestion and the high proportion of visitors to the
village centre arriving by car is not sustainable.
There is a lack of cycle parking provision for the volume of
recreational cyclists coming to Enniskerry.
There is a lack of safe facilities for vulnerable road users due to
the wide crossing widths, obstruction to visibility caused by
parked vehciles and lack of level access for mobility impaired
pedestrians.
Steep gradients are a barrier to the movement of the mobility
impaired, elderly and children.

Long crossing distance on east side of
the pedestrian refuge island buses at
terminus

Long dwell time by
buses at terminus

Monument surface, steps and
seating in need of repair
Narrow footpath not
meeting pedestrian
requirements

Safe level access pedestrian road
crossing facility required near the
parochial hall

No loding bay to facilitate businesses
on Church Hill
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Lack of disabled access, age
friendly parking or set down
provision near the parochial hall

Vehicles in echelon parking space
obstruct adjcent parking space and
large vehicles such as busses

